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Biza, Il deserto e il suo seme, Caminito, 2005 and four stories by Fuki Takashi 
for the magazine Tatōkai, 2011.
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and historical points of view, and the connections between the exiles and 
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thropocene and the Emergence of the Italian Petro-imagination focuses on the 
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of 20th century Italy.
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Diana Hambardzumyan is an Armenian award-taking writer of 18 books. She 
is Doctor in Philology, Professor of Linguistics at Yerevan Brusov State Univer-
sity. Her works are translated into 13 languages. She is apt to experimenting 
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into English, German and Russian. She served as Writer-in-Residence in Vi-
enna, Austria (2011), Val-David, Canada (2014) and Visby, Sweden (2016). 

Hayk Hambardzumyan, received his Ph.D. in 2008 from Yerevan State 
University and continues his association as an assistant in the Faculty of 
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articles for Armenian and Russian magazines and anthologies. His research 
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scientific conferences and workshops in Armenia, Russia and US. Author of 
two books – “Parallel Readings” (2012) and “Mythical worldview and creative 
methods”(2013). H. Hambardzumyan also working as a journalist and script 
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in “Zangak” publishing house. 
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her monograph The Theme of the Armenian Genocide in the Italian Literature 
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ties of Buenos Aires and Florence, currently retired, taught at the Faculty of 
Languages, Literatures and Intercultural Studies of the University of Florence. 
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is mostly interested in the connections between literature and the arts. She 
has published many essays in this particular field. An essay on Baudelaire’s 
musical criticism is forthcoming.

Giuseppina Larocca is Lecturer of Russian Literature at the University of 
Florence and Lecturer of Russian Language at the University of Macerata and 
Naples (“L’Orientale”). She received her Ph.D. in Slavic Studies (University 
of Pisa, 2011) with a dissertation titled “L.V. Pumpjanskij (1891-1940) and 
the theory of literature”. She won some fellowships in Tartu, Prague, Moscow, 
and Saint-Petersburg and collaborated with the Project of National Relevance 
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“Studi Slavistici” Editorial Board, the journal of the Italian Association of 
Slavists (A.I.S.). 
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approach to multimodality.
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Storie nella storia: Le parabole di Guimarães Rosa (2006).

Alessandro Orengo (<alessandro.orengo@unipi.it>) is Assistant Professor at 
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18th c), and the history of Armenian printed books. He is currently editing 
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studies, literary history and digital humanities. 
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Professor at the Universidad de los Andes, holding the Endowed Chair of the 
Camões Institute in this university. He received the prestigious Ibero-American 
Eduardo Lourenço Award in 2013. Pizarro reopened Pessoa’s famous trunk 
of papers (30 000 of them, in fact), and also rediscovered “Fernando Pessoa’s 
Personal Library”, to use the title of one of his books. Jerónimo Pizarro directed 
the presence of Portugal as the guest country in the International Book Fair 
in Bogotá (FilBo), and for many years has organized the visit of Portuguese 
and Brazilian authors to Colombia. Between his monographs, edited and 
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Diego Salvadori (<diego.salvadori@unifi.it>) is a PhD student of Comparative 
Literature at the University of Florence. His research focuses on Ecocriti-
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L’erbario di Luigi Meneghello (2015).

Leonardo M. Savoia (<leonardomaria.savoia@unifi.it>) teaches General Lin-
guistics at the University of Florence. His research interests concern both the 
analysis of structural properties of the natural languages and the investigation of 
sociolinguistic and communicative processes. His scientific production includes 
phonological and morpho-syntactic works (for example, Grammatical categories, 
2010 with M.R. Manzini; Studi sulle varietà arbëreshe, 2012; Introduzione alla 
fonetica e alla fonologia, 2014) and works on the pragmatic and social aspects 
of the language. Among the latter, in collaboration with Benedetta Baldi, we 
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remind Perché barbari? Lingua, comunicazione e identità nella società globale, 
2006; Lingua e comunicazione, 2009; Metafora e ideologia nel linguaggio politico, 
2010. Besides, with Benedetta Baldi he has published Propagation and preserva-
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César Moro and Tino Villanueva. He is a member of AISI and the Centro 
Studi J. Eielson. 

Andrea Ulivi (<andrea.ulivi@gmail.com>) is a photographer, publisher and 
teacher. In 1998 he set up the Edizioni della Meridiana publishing house 
in Florence. He teaches publishing and editing techniques at the Scuola di 
Editoria in Florence. As a photographer, his personal exhibitions include: 
“Zona Tarkovskij” (2008), “San Miniato. Una porta di speranza” (2012), 
“Luce armena” (2009), “Della mia dolce Armenia” (2015); and his albums: 
Nel bianco giorno (2008), Luce armena (2009), Il verde e la roccia (2009), Eye 
Flow (2014-2015), Paolo Bocci fotografo (2011). He has written articles on 
photography, literature and film (especially on Andrej Tarkovskij). In 2008 
he authored Visione e interrogazione. 

Francesco Vasarri is a Ph.D. student at the University of Florence. He has 
published essays on Zanzotto, Parronchi and other contemporary Italian poets 
and he’s currently working on a Ph.D. thesis titled Dall’ape alla zanzara. 
Entomologia nella letteratura italiana contemporanea.

Salomé Vuelta García is Professor fellow of Spanish Literature at the Univer-
sity of Florence. She is the author of several essays on Spanish Literature and 
Theater in XVIIth Century Italy. She has also written extensively on Spanish 
culture in Medici’s Florence.


